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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT SURVEY SUMMARY
In March 2022, the City of Cold Lake released an online survey using a link and QR code that was published by the City of Cold Lake 
and developed by TBD Architecture + Urban Planning in collaboration with the City and Council. This link and QR code was published 
to the City’s website to ask for feedback from the community regarding their wants and needs for a new aquatics centre. The survey 
ran for approximately one month, and a total of 1,287 respondents completed the survey during this time. The following pages outline 
some of the key findings from this survey, complemented by the findings from the in-person public engagement.

IN-PERSON PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
Members from TBD Architecture + Urban Planning and the City of Cold Lake set up tables at the Cold Lake Energy Centre on March 
14, 2022 and welcomed the public to talk about their wants and needs for a new pool. It is estimated that +/- 250 people provided 
feedback through this verbal method. The vast majority of participants who we spoke to were generally supportive, and most had 
already completed the online survey. Here are some of most significant qualitative findings from the engagement:

• During the in-person engagement, significant interest was shown from the students, who expressed excitement for the 
opportunity to use the facility during and after school.

• Most people we spoke with were attracted to the leisure/lifestyle basin components of what a new pool could bring.

• Many were interested in just having access to a facility to engage them to enroll their kids in programming or enjoy drop-in 
programming.

• Some respondents expressed that they would even like to just use a sauna or the hot-tub after a workout, if they did not see 
other ways that they would like to participate as patrons of the pool.

• General support was given for inclusive change rooms from all age demographics.

• The public expressed strongly negative reviews of the current availability and accessibility of other pools in the area, whether 
due to excessive downtime or the significant cost and time associated with traveling to other facilities.

• According to the feedback we received, public support for the facility encourages its construction sooner rather than later.

Quantitative counting of mentions for specific amenities were compiled and included in the findings on the following pages.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
A total of 31 Stakeholder groups were invited to engage at this stage of public and stakeholder consultation. They were each given 
the option to attend an in-person forum on March 15, 2022, and/or completing an online survey that was similar to the public 
engagement summary but which was targeted with questions to identify key needs. The 9 stakeholder groups that responded to 
provide engagement at this stage include:

• Military Family Resource Centre (MFRC)

• Alberta Health Services

• Sports Groups

• Lifesaving Society - Red Cross

• Cold Lake Seniors Society

• Age Friendly Cold Lake

• School Districts

• Marlins Swim Club

• Lakeland Scuba Society

RESULTS FROM THESE ENGAGEMENT SESSIONS AND SURVEYS HAVE BEEN OUTLINED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES.
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4%  Seniors 65 and Older

8%  Children 2-12 Years

2%  Youth 13-18 Years

5%  Young Adult 19-24 Years

81%  Adult 25-64 Years

WHICH AGE GROUP DO YOU BELONG TO?

AGE COUNT

2-12 106

13-18 28

19-24 64

25-64 1,032

65+ 54

WERE YOU AWARE THAT THE CITY IS CONSIDERING A NEW INDOOR POOL ADDITION  
TO THE COLD LAKE ENERGY CENTRE?

ANSWER COUNT

Yes 1,033

No 222

Unsure 25
81%  Yes

2% Unsure

17%  No

HOW IMPORTANT IS A NEW POOL TO YOU?

5% Not at all important
1% Somewhat unimportant

6% Neutral
17% Somewhat important

71% Very important

With a population of 15,661 in Cold Lake in 2021, a public 
engagement survey with a respondent total of 1,284 is a significant 
and representative sample size from which to extract data for this 
project. With an additional 250 in-person responses (not calculated 
in the numbers across) adding primarily to the youth and senior 
demographic representation, these numbers correspond well to 
the population distribution in the city. 

This question is utilized primarily to gauge the degree to which the 
City’s and region’s public process is working to inform residents of 
potential projects in the area and identify any communication gaps, 
if any present themselves, so that future public and stakeholder 
engagement can address this need.

The significant number of respondents choosing “Yes” for this 
question indicates that the City of Cold Lake is doing well in their 
communications processes and in ensuring that the public is well 
informed.

88% of respondents have identified that a new pool is either 
somewhat or very important. 12% of respondents were either 
neutral or did not feel that a pool is important. This strong 
response in favour of a pool was echoed by respondents in the in-
person engagement and by stakeholder groups. Amongst some of 
the commentary surrounding this question, the public in favour of 
the pool emphasized that not only having the pool is important, 
but also that it be built as quickly as possible so that it could be 
utilized right away; many identified that this is an amenity that is 
desperately needed by the community and there is a distinct gap 
in terms of the availability and accessibility of both the pool on the 
base and other regional pools.
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HAVE YOU OR A HOUSEHOLD MEMBER ACTIVELY USED A POOL, WITHIN YOUR COMMUNITY 
OR ELSEWHERE?:

WHAT POOL-RELATED ACTIVITIES / FUNCTIONS ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN?

RANK THE ACTIVITIES / FUNCTIONS FOR THE NEW POOL

9%  No

16%  Yes, 
more than  
3 years ago

75%  Yes, within  
the last 3 years

ANSWER COUNT

Y, <3 Yrs 951

Y, >3 Yrs 204

N 119

5%  Competitions

19%  Fitness

30%  
Recreational 
Swimming

7%  Sport Training

23%  
Swimming 

Lessons / Skills

9%  Rehab  
or Therapy

7%   
Leadership 

Training

ANSWER COUNT

Competition 196

Rec Swimming 1,161

Fitness 728

Sport Train 272

Rehab 353

Lead Train 246

Swim Lesson 876

This question confirms that the majority of respondents currently 
are, have been, or could be active patrons in a pool. Given that 
approximately 75% of respondents have been recent patrons of 
a pool, there is a high confidence that these respondents have 
a vested interest in the development of a pool within the region. 
This will lead to more optimized answers and results throughout 
the remainder of the survey. If, for instance, the majority of 
respondents answered “No,” more study may have been required 
to ensure that the 

For this question, respondents were asked to 
identify any number of 7 key activities that they 
would be interested in for the pool.

Respondents are interested in a wide range of 
activities within the new pool, with the majority 
interested in recreational swimming, lessons 
and skill development programs, and fitness 
activities. Nearly 30% of respondents have 
identified interest in competitive, training, or 
rehabilitation uses.

As a variation of the previous question, respondents were asked 
to rank all 7 activities from most relevant to them to least relevant. 
This is used to validate the overall priorities of the public as even 
respondents who have not identified a particular item in the 
question above were ranked to score all activities and functions. 
Of note, diving was broken out from competitions, training, and 
leisure for this question as it could be applied to all three.

The results are consistent with the previous question, indicating 
a solid consensus regarding the prioritization of key activities. 
That said, key users, stakeholder groups, other special users, and 
the City of Cold Lake/ regional goals and partnerships with less 
representation in this survey may still sway the overall priorities 
of the pool.
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WHAT (IF ANY) NON-AQUATICS SERVICES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE INCLUDED AS PART OF 
THIS ADDITION?

WHAT POOL-RELATED ACTIVITIES ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN?

27%  Party 
or Meeting 

Rooms

29%  Viewing 
Area

20%   
Food 

Vendor

16%  Physiotherapy 
Services

8%   
Retail 

Services

TOP 10 ANSWER Match Score

1 Warm Water Pool 90%

2 Leisure Pool 88%

3 Water Slide(s) 86%

4 Shallow End or “Beach Entry” 86%

5 Deep End 84%

6 Hot Tub 82%

7 Viewing Area 82%

8 Toddler Pool 80%

9 Lazy River 76%

10 Wave Pool 72%

BOTTOM 5 ANSWER Match Score

1 50m Lane Pool / 25m Lane Pool 60%

2 Climbing Wall 54%

3 Cold Water Pool 52%

4
Deep Tank for Competition  

or Sport Training
52%

5 Dryland Training Space 50%

The “Bottom 5” answers (the least highly-rated of all pool-related 
activities, amenities, and spaces) each scored a minimum of 50% 
match confidence but a maximum of 60% match confidence, 
indicating that while these amenities are seen as the least desirable 
of the list that was presented, they ranked at least neutrally or 
positively. None of these features could be described to have an 
aggregate score corresponding to “somewhat unimportant” or 
“very unimportant” to the public. Of note, the majority of these 
features would be most utilized by swim clubs and specialty 
training groups, which may skew their importance for this project 
as key stakeholder amenities.

The top 10 most highly rated activities, amenities, and spaces 
include, primarily, spaces that support leisure uses and family-
friendly participation. The incorporation of all 10 of these items will 
reach a wide range of participants and have an excellent chance of 
supporting the goal of an inclusive environment for all ages and 
abilities.

Where the “Top 10” lack representation is in the lane pools, with 
match confidence scores of approximately 60%, and ranking in or 
near the bottom 5 of the 23 total rated components. 

The majority of the non-aquatics services ranked, overall, in the 
mid- to low-range in terms of importance to the public. The 
two major exceptions include the viewing area and the party or 
meeting rooms. The viewing area ranked the highest on this survey 
item, with 29% of respondents indicating that this component is an 
important feature. The viewing area ranked within the top 10 most 
desired activities, amenities, and spaces with a match confidence 
of 82%. The second most highly rated response item, the party or 
meeting rooms, was identified as something 27% of respondents 
would like to see in this facility. This amenity was ranked 11th 
overall.
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES: TOP OBSERVATIONS

A warm water pool is 
seen as much more 

desirable than colder 
water

Competition and 
Training amenities are 

of a lower priority

Public is neutral 
regarding the 25m pool 

versus the 50m pool

This is likely due to a number of factors, including the preference to leisure swimming and 
on the accessibility for younger children and seniors, who prefer warmer water. The colder 

temperatures are typically preferred by competition or fitness swimmers, although the 
functions in the pool which necessitate colder water were rated relatively low compared to 

warm water activities.

While competition and training were rated significantly lower than recreational uses, public 
during the in-person engagement (separate from this survey) indicated that they would be 

interested in the possibility of competition swimming or using the pool for training if this was 
cultivated as part of this pool’s purpose and programming in a meaningful way (i.e. if schools 

offered swim clubs as part of their programming, students may elect to take this up.)

The average of all responses for the importance of both the 25m and 50m pool were each 
ranked 3 out of 5. This indicates that the public does view the lane pool as an important 

feature but no clear preference is given to either length.

Most top-rated features 
for the pool include 

“play” amenities

Shallow entry areas are 
prioritized significantly 
over deep end areas

The public is looking for a place to have fun! This includes, among some of the top rated 
amenities, a water slide, a lazy river, water spray features, splash pad, small diving boards 

(1m, etc.), and a wave pool. 

There was some desire for a deep end amongst stakeholder groups such as the scuba 
diving club and youth who would enjoy high dive. However, the vast majority of 

respondents and stakeholders value the accessibility of shallow entry spaces over deep 
water for accessibility and for varied programming.

OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES: TOP MENTIONS

The following key words were most frequently used amongst respondents to the online public survey in to the following questions:

1. Either I or a household member would use the new pool if it had...

2. When designing the new pool, please consider...

3. Any other feedback?

16% of Key  
Mentions Included

Family Oriented

16% of Key  
Mentions Included

Play Features

8% of Key  
Mentions 
Included

Swimming 
Lessons

7% of Key  
Mentions 
Included

Whirlpool

6% of 
Key  

Mentions 
Included

Warm 
Water6% of Key  

Mentions 
Included

Lazy River

Amongst water play features, 
the following items were 
mentioned most frequently:

1. Water Slides (77%)

2. Rope Swing (8%)

3. Climbing Wall (3%)

4. Basketball Hoops (2%)
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“The pool should provide 
fitness opportunities for 

adults and seniors.”

90%

“The pool should provide young 
children with a fun leisure 

aquatics experience.”

94%

“The pool should provide teens 
and older youth with a fun 

leisure aquatics experience.”

92%

“All children in the region  
should take swimming lessons  

at this pool.”

82%

“This pool should be able 
to host swim meets and 

competitions.”

74%

“It would be OK for the 
leisure pool and the lane 

pool to be connected 
into one big basin.”

60%

“A universal or gender 
neutral change room 

option should be 
provided in addition to 

gendered change spaces.”

62%

“This pool needs to 
be fully accessible for 
wheelchair users and 

persons with disabilities.”

90%

SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC GOALS: MATCH CONFIDENCE SUMMARY

SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC CONCLUSIONS

The greatest focus for 
this pool could be on 

children under the age 
of 18 years old

The community is 
more in favour of 
universal change 

rooms than against 
them

The community is 
strongly in favour of 

barrier free accessibility

Each age demographic group scored highly in terms of match confidence - between 
90% and 94%. Children were prioritized most highly, followed by older youth and 
then adults and seniors. This is consistent with the strong desire to see leisure and 

child-friendly amenities. However, the strong representation across demographics is 
consistent with other priorities identified to date to be accessible for all.

The majority of respondents favour a universal or a gender neutral change room 
option. However, a blend of universal and gendered change spaces is recommended 
to accommodate those that voted against the provision of gender neutral spaces. The 

appropriate balance is yet to be determined and is not addressed in the Alberta Building 
Code.

The community is confident that barrier-free accessibility is an important goal for 
this pool. Pursuing zero-depth entry would, according to this survey, be supported 
by the public with 86% match confidence, with 90% confidence from respondents 

understanding the need for accessibility in some form throughout the pool.

Competitive 
programming should 
be planned for, if not 
important for day one

While the community has placed a low priority on competitions and swim meets 
as program elements, they still feel that the pool should be designed to be able to 

accommodate them, should they be relevant to the community in the future.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY

MILITARY FAMILY 
RESOURCE CENTRE

The Military Family Resource Centre elected to participate in the online survey.

Key priorities for this stakeholder group include:

• The desire to have a place for patrons to go and relax.

• An inclusive environment for various age groups.

• A facility that is reliable; the group expressed concern that the JJ Parr pool is 
closed more often than it is open.

• The stakeholder group expressed a strong and unanimous desire for a fully-
accessible facility for wheelchairs and individuals with disabilities, and also 
provided strong support for a gender neutral change spaces.

SENIORS GROUPS

The following stakeholder groups were also invited to participate: Cold Lake Seniors 
Society; Cold Lake Seniors Lodge; Age Friendly Cold Lake; and Points West Living 
- Seniors Living. The Cold Lake Seniors Society stakeholder group attended the in-
person forum. Age Friendly Cold Lake participated in person and also participated in 
the online survey. No response was received from Points West.

Notes from the joint forum with Age Friendly Cold Lake and the Cold Lake 
Seniors Society:

• This stakeholder group wanted to know if the consultant team and the City has 
considered hydrotherapy (hot and cold options for circulation and health) as a 
potential for the pool; that could make an attractive option for a physiotherapy 
clinic to make use of.

• The stakeholder group would like to ensure that barrier-free access into basins 
do not conflict with high traffic and family activity zones.

• The group likes the idea of the dedicated change assist rooms - if they were to 
be promoted and marketed properly, then they could be a great rehabilitation 
resource for the community.

• “We have lots in the community that is youth-oriented and very little focused 
on seniors. Because of its rehabilitative ability, this pool would be great if this 
was a well-known resource in the community.”

• Seniors will not have much fun in a pool with a temperature designed for swim 
competitions.

• The seniors prefer performing aerobics in the deep water because the lower 
water level classes still put pressure on their knees.

• They expressed a desire to see a viewing area for the parents and grandparent 
to watch; perhaps an area where you can see from above and do not have to 
take off your shoes as some people cannot remove shoes or braces.

• They also requested an area for specialists to work with a kinesiologist after an 
injury or needing some rehab work without interruptions from kids.

SPECIAL NEEDS 
GROUPS

The following stakeholder groups were invited to participate: Family Supports 
for Children with Disabilities; the Dove Center; Indigenous and Metis - Disabled 
Individuals; Lakeland Special Olympics; and Home Care - Veterans Affairs.  
The stakeholder groups did not choose to participate.
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SWIM CLUBS

The Marlins Swim Club participated in the in-person forum.

Notes from the Marlins Swim Club Forum:

• 30-45 People are typically registered in the club.

• The stakeholder group will need 4 lanes for training to meet the group needs, 
and they would like to swim every day, and up to twice daily (but are currently 
limited to 4 days a week and can only get 3 lanes at a time).

• Sanctioned meets are currently only offered in either Fort McMurray or 
Edmonton; there is absolutely a regional gap here.

Regarding the hosting of meets:

• The stakeholder group would like to have up to 75 swimmers on deck for a fun 
meet, with a really large observation area. Given the choice, the group would 
rather have more space on deck to actually handle meets and provide some 
dryland training opportunities than have 10 lanes of water and not enough 
support spaces. It is also important, depending on where your blocks are, to 
have enough room for participants to queue behind the blocks even if you 
have multiple heats, etc.

• Storage space is not much of a concern for the club.

• 8 Lanes would be ideal for the club, but they have expressed understanding 
that if it is fiscally responsible to only have 6, that would be adequate.

• Having an access point for the spectators from the concourse to the viewing 
area without disrupting the ongoing programming is crucial.

• A sound system is necessary.

• The group expressed a desire to participate in further engagement as well as 
to be present at the meeting where the concept design is presented to Council.

LAKELAND SCUBA 
SOCIETY

The Lakeland Scuba Society participated in the in-person forum.

Notes from the Lakeland Scuba Society In-Person Forum:

• For this stakeholder group to make use of the pool, they need a minimum of 10 
feet of depth, and preferably over 12 feet. 17.5 feet would be the ideal depth to 
support their group (even if this depth is  within only a very small localized area) 
as this is a recognized standard for full certification. 

• A 17.5 foot depth would draw regionally (if not provincially), as you the pool 
could support full certification within an indoor facility (which currently only West 
Edmonton Mall old submarine ride basin provides depth to do this). Anything 
less, and they could still complete a portion of training in the basin, but the 
remainder would have to return to open water to complete.

• The type of flooring is important to this stakeholder group (prefers no tile, as tiles 
break easily if/when they drop tanks and weights).

SPORTS GROUPS
The following stakeholder groups were invited to participate: Cold Lake Rowing 
Club; Cold Lake Minor Hockey; Cold Lake Soccer; Cold Lake Ice; the Aeros; Cold Lake 
Lacrosse; and Cold Lake Minor Ball. The sports groups did not participate in either the 
in-person forum or the engagement survey. 
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS

The following stakeholder groups were contacted from the school districts: Northern 
Lights Public School Board; Lakeland Catholic School Board; Portage College; and 
Ecole Voyageur.

Lakeland Catholic School District was unable to attend an in-person forum but 
participated through a video conference-based forum. Other school districts did not 
respond to the invitation to participate in any kind of engagement. One survey was 
also completed by Ecole Voyageur. The remainder of the stakeholder groups did not 
respond.

Notes from the Lakeland Catholic Forum:

• The stakeholder group asked whether it would be possible for some kind 
of cardio equipment that borders onto viewing area (so that parents and 
caregivers can take care of personal health and wellness while watching their 
dependents swimming in the pool, while not having to go all the way to the 
fitness centre elsewhere in the facility).

• The school would like to be able to offer swimming lessons as part of the 
physical education program (they currently try to offer programing, but have 
to go to Bonnyville to do so). Schools could also extend their course credit 
options to include classes or extracurriculars such as water polo, diving, etc. 
They have also expressed a desire to team up with post-secondary to earn 
certifications and expand upon that potential within the area.

• The stakeholder group has expressed a desire to start to form school-based 
swim teams.

Notes from the Ecole Voyageur Survey:

• The stakeholder survey indicated that the most significant complaint they 
currently have includes the inability for easy access to swimming lessons.

• They strongly encourage that the design of the new pool considers the ability 
for large groups to come to the pool at once.

LIFESAVING SOCIETY 
AND RED CROSS

The Lifesaving Society and the Red Cross were invited to participate. The Lifesaving 
Society participated in a forum held by video conference, and the Red Cross did not 
participate.

Notes from the Lifesaving Society Forum:

• The stakeholder group was interested primarily in where the City was at in the 
design process. They would like to stay involved in the process and will identify 
when along the design schedule they would like to see plans.

• The group presented a desire to see quality of life and risk reduction merged 
together.

ALBERTA HEALTH 
SERVICES

Alberta Health Services (AHS) was invited to participate. They did not participate in 
the in-person engagement but did respond to the online survey. 

Key themes from the AHS survey include:

• The desire to see rehabilitation, physiotherapy services, and/or fitness 
opportunities prioritized within the pool.

• A desire to see the proper lifts and equipment for the elderly or persons with 
disabilities in the pool in the building and at entrances and exits. Stairs or 
ramp with wheelchair access, a lift for disabled patients to access water,  and 
wheelchair accessible change rooms and washrooms were requested.

• The desire to have access to a pool to run any physiotherapy rehabilitation 
programs for their patients and seniors.

• The stakeholder group identified that the water at the base is extremely cold and 
that facilities are always out of order at the current pool. They have also identified 
a desire to see both cold and warm pools.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
The following key takeaways should be considered as some of the most important considerations and/or pillars for the public, based on the 
frequency and enthusiasm with which the community spoke about each point:

“WE NEED IT NOW.”

“IT HAS TO BE RELIABLY USABLE.”

“THIS IS A POOL FOR EVERYONE, BUT ESPECIALLY FOR OUR KIDS.”

“FOCUS ON LEISURE, BUT BE FLEXIBLE FOR OTHER ACTIVITIES TOO.”

“MAKE SURE IT’S ACCESSIBLE AND AFFORDABLE.”

Respondents were resoundingly clear in their desire to see the pool built as soon as possible. Many expressed a feeling that this should have been 
a priority years or even decades ago, and that a pool is a sorely needed amenity for the community and the surrounding region. 

This need is exacerbated by some common themes relating to the operational practices of pools in the region. Concerns include lack and/or 
inconsistent of access or availability of the pools in the area, overcrowding, very excessive downtimes, operational polices such a pool temperatures, 
customer service, and usage priorities, or the understanding that other facilities are nearing the end of their usable life. Parents and caregivers are 
especially emphatic that the availability of swimming lessons and other lifesaving skill classes are often under-serviced and/or inconsistently available, 
and cancellations due to operational policies seem to be pushing customers outside of the community to access services. Moreover, regional gaps 
in competition, therapy, and training amenities have posed limitations for both the growth and the ease of operations of those clubs.

Residents will very likely respond favourably to advancements in this project within a short time frame.

Respondents were clear that the current pools in the area do not meet 
their needs in two key areas (amongst other concerns). First, water 
temperature  in other facilities has been identified as too cold for many 
participants (especially small children and seniors). This impedes their 
enjoyment and ability to participate. Secondly, the existing facilities are 
often closed or portions of the facility (i.e. hot tub) are restricted. The 
public does not believe that the degree of closures they experience are 
acceptable, and request that any new pool be built with considerations 
to how shutdowns will affect the public.

The lack of reliability with current facilities will make reliability a 
priority for this pool. The durability of materials, the separation 
and organization of basins, the required maintenance time 
frames for pool systems, the overall size of the building, and the 
availability of lanes will all be important.

All demographic groups must be represented in this facility.  
“From Ages 0-100” is a concept the project team is working toward, 
and this has been echoed by the community.

That said, there is an acknowledgment by the community that the 
significant population of young people in the community should be 
well serviced. Both swimming lessons and leisure catered toward 
younger children were prioritized over other key facility uses. Design 
features that were most requested include elements that will support 
all ages and abilities, and will be especially useful for children, 
caregivers, and seniors.

Design decisions moving forward will necessitate a balance 
between the kid-friendly nature of the facility and ensuring that 
there are adequate amenities for all ages and swim styles. 

While leisure swimming was seen as the main focus for the facility, 
a number of stakeholder groups and a variety of patrons should be 
considered and accommodated as well. Moreover, what is right for 
the community today may not be exactly the same in 20 years. The 
pool should be designed with the growth of the importance and role 
of an aquatics centre in mind. As one example, although the Marlins 
have expressed that a total of 6 lanes in a lap pool would be more 
than sufficient, will this remain adequate if partnering schools begin to 
cultivate swimmers through school-led programming? What will be 
the required balance of competitive swimming to leisure swimming 
as the City evolves its relationship to sports, health, and wellness over 
time?

The overall footprint and basin plan should be designed with as 
much flexibility as possible to accommodate varied bather loads 
and purposes.

Respondents are excited to see this facility represent their needs. 
One of those needs is affordability; a small minority of residents were 
concerned about tax raises that this facility may bring, and another 
expressed the desire to see admission rates to the pool compete with 
pools within the region to maintain affordability for seniors and young 
families.

Respondents were also favourable to accessibility throughout the 
facility and were strong proponents of a fully barrier-free building.  
The majority were also comfortable with/supportive of increasing 
social accessibility through the provision of gender-neutral change 
rooms, sensory-friendly experiences, and amenities for those who may 
require caretaker support to participate.

Affordability and accessibility will be key drivers to buy-in by 
typically marginalized members of the community, but also by 
the general public. This should be explored wherever possible.




